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Computational Modeling Predicts the Structure
and Dynamics of Chromatin Fiber
scanning force microscopy, on reconstituted small oli-
gonucleosomes cannot determine whether the linker
DNA bends or remains straight in the condensed form
Daniel A. Beard and Tamar Schlick*
Department of Chemistry and
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University and the [2, 3]. It is speculated [4] that the linker DNA remains
straight in the condensed fiber; however, the well-knownHoward Hughes Medical Institute
251 Mercer Street solenoid model assumes that the linker DNA is bent [2,
5]. This view of straight linker DNA is supported by aNew York, New York 10012
recent review [3].
The atomic-level structure of a single nucleosome
core particle, recently revealed at 2.8 A˚ resolution [6],Summary
represents a crystallographic triumph. Though offering
many detailed structural features, it reveals little geo-Background: The compact form of the chromatin fiber
is a critical regulator of fundamental processes such as metric or topological information on the packing of many
nucleosomes into the 30 nm fiber. Biophysical descrip-transcription and replication. These reactions can occur
only when the fiber is unraveled and the DNA strands tions in the spirit of polymer-level models of DNA (see,
for example, [7]) can address the formidable size of acontained within are exposed to interact with nuclear
proteins. While progress on identifying the biochemical polynucleosome system and offer complementary infor-
mation. Still, modeling this complex system is highlymechanisms that control localized folding and hence
govern access to genetic information continues, the in- challenging: the environment of the core particle is much
less regular than that of simple DNA in terms of shapeternal structure of the chromatin fiber, let alone the
structural pathways for folding and unfolding, remain and charge distribution. We address the spatial inhomo-
geneity by constructing an appropriate disk/bead modelunknown.
and the electrostatic complexity by developing a suit-
able discrete Debye-Hu¨ckel potential for macromolecu-Results: To offer structural insights into how this nu-
cleoprotein complex might be organized, we present a lar systems [8] that assigns several hundred charges
per nucleosome so as to match the electrostatic fieldmacroscopic computer model describing the mechan-
ics of the chromatin fiber on the polymer level. We treat predicted by the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equa-
tion. The combined construction is incorporated into athe core particles as electrostatically charged disks
linked via charged elastic DNA segments and sur- macro-level polymer model to offer a first-order approxi-
mation of oligonucleosome and chromatin structure.rounded by a microionic hydrodynamic solution. Each
nucleosome unit is represented by several hundred The discrete chain model for elastic DNA was intro-
duced by Allison [9]. Our incorporation of core particlecharges optimized so that the effective Debye-Hu¨ckel
electrostatic field matches the field predicted by the electrostatics and the elastic mechanics of the core/
linker DNA coupling requires substantial modification ofnonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation. On the basis of
Brownian dynamics simulations, we show that oligo- the energy, force, and torque expressions. Our model
also improves on earlier works on minichromosome op-nucleosomes condense and unfold in a salt-dependent
manner analogous to the chromatin fiber timization [10–12] and chromatin dynamics [13] by incor-
porating a finer discretization of the linker DNA (3 nm),
a complete account of core particle rotations with re-Conclusions: Our predicted chromatin model shows
good agreement with experimental diffusion coefficients spect to the linker DNA, and a realistic representation
of the core particle electrostatics.and small-angle X-ray scattering data. A fiber of width
30 nm, organized in a compact helical zigzag pattern Our chromatin fiber is modeled as a series of N parti-
cles, with each particle representing either a linker DNAwith about 4 nucleosomes per 10 nm, naturally emerges
from a repeating nucleosome folding motif. This fiber bead or a core, as depicted in Figure 1a. The core parti-
cle, including the wrapped DNA, is modeled as an ideal-has a cross-sectional radius of gyration of Rc 5 8.66
nm, in close agreement with corresponding values for ized rigid disk, with electrostatic charges distributed on
its surface. Two core particles are tethered together byrat thymus and chicken erythrocyte chromatin (8.82 and
8.5 nm, respectively). 18 nm (53 bp) of linker DNA, which corresponds to about
5 full turns of the helical axis. Associated with each core
particle protein–DNA complex are 277 charges (includ-Introduction
ing 24 for the H3 tail) depicted as spheres of radius 0.5
nm (Figure 1a, right). The values of these charges areThe internal structure of the chromatin fiber remains a
mystery. Both the geometry of the linker DNA and the obtained based on the crystal structure using our algo-
rithm described in [8]. The linker DNA is modeled by sixnucleosome packing arrangement in the fiber are un-
known [1–3]. Experimental measurements, such as by segments of length lo 5 3 nm each, with electrostatic
and elastic treatments following those developed forelectron microscopy, dynamic light scattering, and
* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: schlick@ Key words: chromatin structure; nucleosome core particle; Brown-
ian dynamics; 30 nm fibernyu.edu).
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Figure 2. Calculated versus Experimental Diffusion Coefficients, Dt,
Plotted as a Function of Cs, the Monovalent Salt Concentration
Computed values for dinucleosomes (open circles) and trinucleo-
somes (open triangles) are estimated based on 10 trajectories of
length 100 ns. Error bars indicate standard error of the estimate.
Also shown are data adapted from Yao et al. [20] for dinucleosomes
(black diamonds) and from Bednar et al. [21] for dinucleosomes
(black squares) and trinucleosomes (black circles).
level of detail and coupled with a realistic electrostatic
treatment.
Results and Discussion
BD simulations of polynucleosome systems were per-
formed using a numerical time step of Dt 5 2 ps on an
SGI Origin 2000 in serial mode. For the dinucleosome,
Figure 1. Chromatin Model 12 hydrodynamic particles represent 2 core particles
and 2 linker chains of 5 beads (with total linker length(a) Left: basic structure of chromatin consisting of core particles
connected by linker DNA segments. Right: electrostatic parameter- of 18 nm). Trinucleosomes are simulated using 18 parti-
ization of a dinucleosome model by Debye-Hu¨ckel charges placed cles: 3 core particles linked in series by 18 nm chains,
on the core surface. The linker DNA (red beads) carries a uniform with each chain represented by 5 linker DNA beads. A
negative charge, and the core particle disks, along with the H3 tail
system of 48 nucleosomes is represented by 288 parti-(which extends between the gyres of the wrapped DNA [6]), are
cles. Each nucleosome is itself represented by 277 pointmodeled by charges distributed over the surface: 253 for each
charges; hence, the total number of variables in eachnucleosome and 24 for the H3 tail. Parameterization of the charges
is described in [8] . system for electrostatic calculations is much greater
(b) A core disk is located at position ri, and linker DNA beads are than the number of hydrodynamic beads just described.
located at ri21, ri11, and ri12. Associated with each particle is a local The number of total beads determines the complexity
coordinate system denoted by the orthogonal unit vectors {ai, bi, ci}. of the hydrodynamic interactions, modeled by a configu-(c) The trajectory of the wrapped DNA exiting and entering the core
ration-dependent Rotne-Prager tensor; the energy func-disk is indicated by a1i and a2i .
tion, forces, propagation protocols, and parameters are
as detailed in Experimental Procedures. For calculations
superhelical DNA. We also allow the (rigid) core disk to of 104 time steps (0.02 ms), the dinucleosome, trinucleo-
rotate and translate in three dimensions subject to the some, and 48 nucleosome systems require, respec-
constraint of its attachment to the linker DNA (Figure 1). tively, 30 min, 100 min, and about 8 hr of CPU time.
The mechanics of the elastic coupling between the core
particles and linker DNA segments require the fairly Hydrodynamic Properties
complex mathematical apparatus outlined in Experi- The translational diffusion coefficient, Dt, of our model
mental Procedures. system was estimated from the dynamics trajectories
Linker histone H1 is not explicitly included in our pres- as a function of salt by the mean square displacements
ent model since the physical aspects of the H1/chroma- of the center of mass. The center of mass is calculated
tin interaction are difficult to quantify. Nor are the full from r ncm 5 SNi51(r3i rni )/SNi51(r3i ), where rin is position of bead
lengths of the core histone tails included, as only the i at time nDt and ri is the hydrodynamic radius of
portions of the histone chains present in the atomic
bead i. Dt is calculated by Dt 5
NsDt
ts
Sts/(NsDt)j51 1jjr(Nsj)cm 2crystal model [6] are considered. Yet even with these
pieces missing, this study is to our knowledge the first r(Ns(j21))cm jj2/(6NsDt)2, where ts is the total simulation timeof its kind in which the core particle is considered at this
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Figure 3. Dinucleosome Folding and Unfolding
(a) Simulation snapshots (1 ns intervals over an 8 ns trajectory) of
a dinucleosome at the higher salt concentration of Cs 5 0.05 M. The
core particles are depicted as idealized disks with effective charges
distributed on the surface. In the final frame, the linker and core
Figure 4. Trinucleosome Folding and UnfoldingDNA is depicted as a continuous chain.
(a) Simulation snapshots (1 ns intervals over an 8 ns trajectory) of(b) Snapshots of the dinucleosome at the lower salt concentration
a trinucleosome at the higher salt concentration of Cs 5 0.05 M.of Cs 5 0.01 M. The initial structure is the compact for obtained at
(b) Simulation snapshots of the trinucleosome at the lower salt con-high salt.
centration of Cs 5 0.01 M. The initial structure is the compact form
of the trinucleosome obtained at Cs 5 0.05 M. The final structure is
rotated 908 relative to the other snapshots.
and Ns is the number of time steps between calculations
of mean square displacement. A simulation extending
to ts 5 0.1 ms was used, and Ns was set to 100 steps. function of Cs in Figure 2 for dinucleosomes and tri-
nucleosomes. Also shown are data adapted from YaoA total of 10 independent trajectories was used for each
estimate. For supercoiled DNA, both experimental and et al. [20] and Bednar et al. [21]. For each system, the
computed Dt increases with the salt concentration. Forsimulation work has demonstrated the compaction of
long, topologically constrained DNA at high salt [14–18]. dinucleosomes, the experimental measurements of Dt
range from about 1.9 3 1027 to 2.3 3 1027 cm2 s21For chromatin, the details of such salt effects remain
unresolved. Namely, measured diffusion and sedimen- [19–21]. Data measured for chicken erythrocyte di-
nucleosomes [19] show that Dt increases approximatelytation coefficients for dinucleosome particles reveal a
small [19, 20] or negligible [21, 22] increase in these 16% over an 18-fold range in monovalent salt concentra-
tion: 1.95 3 1027 cm2 s21 at Cs 5 0.001 M to about 2.25 3constants over the limited range of Cs 5 0.001–0.020 M
NaCl, but a more pronounced increase for 3–5 oligo- 1027 cm2 s21 at Cs 5 0.018 M.
Other measurements [21] show no significant increasenucleosome units. Thus, cooperative effects of nucleo-
some assembly may lead to changes in tertiary organi- over a similar range of salt concentration on dinucleo-
somes but an increase in Dt for trinucleosome and largerzation.
The estimated diffusion coefficients are plotted as systems with increasing salt concentration. Conclusions
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increase in trinucleosome mobility is likely due to a
collapse in the angle formed by the three core particles
[3, 21].
Our estimates of Dt show an increase with salt concen-
tration for dinucleosomes less drastic than that mea-
sured by the first group [19, 20]. The estimates for tri-
nucleosomes show a sharp increase in Dt from Cs 5 0.02
to Cs 5 0.3 M, similar in magnitude to the observations of
the second group [21]. The structural basis for these
observations emerges from our folding simulations of
dinucleosome and trinucleosome dynamics.
Dinucleosome and Trinucleosome Dynamics
Figure 3 shows snapshots from an 8 ns BD trajectory
for a dinucleosome system at high (Cs 5 0.05 M) andFigure 5. Model for the 30 nm Fiber
low (Cs 5 0.01 M) salt concentrations. At high salt, theUpper panel shows the nucleosome folding motif obtained for con-
dinucleosome spontaneously folds in just a few nano-densed dinucleosome at Cs 5 0.05 M. The 48 nucleosome system
seconds into a stable condensed structure in whichin the middle panel is constructed from the repeating nucleosome
motif above. A 50 ns Brownian dynamics trajectory at Cs 5 0.05 linker DNA bending is facilitated by association with the
M, applied to the initial structure, produces the refined structure positively charged H3 tail. The core particles do not
illustrated in the lower panel. The images to the right are side views make close contact as required by most solenoidal mod-
demonstrating the diameter of the fiber.
els for the 30 nm fiber [5, 23, 24], yet the center-to-
center distance between the core particles decreases
from 18 nm (initial structure) to about 16 nm in the con-drawn from these measurements, as well as from cryo-
electron microscopy data and other hydrodynamics densed structure.
Starting from this folded structure at low salt of Cs 5studies [22], are that the linker remains straight. This
implies that the dinucleosome is not likely to condense 0.01 M (Figure 3B), the linker DNA straightens and the
dinucleosome adopts an extended form. These salt-at high salt concentration and that the salt-dependent
Figure 6. Instability of the 30 nm Fiber at Low
Salt Demonstrated by BD Simulation
(a) Using the refined condensed structure ob-
tained at Cs 5 0.05 M as the initial condition
(Figure 5), the 48 nucleosome fiber unfolds
at Cs 5 0.01 M.
(b) The low-salt equilibrium structure for the
48 nucleosome fiber obtained by Monte Carlo
sampling. A comparison to the high salt con-
densed fiber (top) reveals a difference of
several orders of magnitude. The scale bar is
100 nm.
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dependent structures account for the values of Dt re-
ported in Figure 2.
The folding snapshots for a trinucleosome at Cs 5
0.05 M in Figure 4a show again how the linker DNA
bends to optimize contacts with the H3 tail. In the final
structure, both the bending of linker DNA and the center-
to-center distance of consecutive core particles are sim-
ilar to those observed for the dinucleosome at high salt.
Thus, the mechanism of condensation is analogous, al-
though the salt-dependent increase in Dt is more appar-
ent for trinucleosomes than dinucleosomes. The core
particles do not contact one another, and the final struc-
ture shown in Figure 4a remains relatively stable. At low
salt (Figure 4B), this compact trinucleosome unfolds
quickly, with the linkers straightening and the distance
between core particles increasing.
A Model for the 30 nm Fiber
From the condensed structural motif of the dinucleo-
some (Figure 5, top), we construct a model for the con-
Figure 7. Calculated Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering Profiles for 48densed structure of larger polynucleosome systems.
Nucleosome Systems at Salt Concentrations Ranging from 0.01 M
Namely, the position of the second core particle (r6) is to 0.05 M
determined relative to the location and orientation of
The scattered X-ray intensity was calculated as a function of s
the first core particle (r1) according to r6 5 r1 1 (16.2 according to the Debye formula [50]: I(s) 5 oi,j fi(s)fj(s) sin 2psrij/
nm)a1 1 (3.7 nm)b1 2 (0.8 nm)c1, with the rotation trans- (2psrij), where s 5 (2 sinu)/l, u is the scattering angle, and l is the
X-ray wavelength. For our purpose, each particle in the system wasforming {a1, b1, c1} to {a6, b6, c6} defined by the Euler
treated as a symmetric Gaussian subunit, with structure factorangles a 5 23.13, b 5 1.87, and g 5 3.73 radians. The
fi(s) 5 R3i exp[2(psRi)2]. The effective radius Ri is set to Ri 5 1.5 nmangle formed between the flat surfaces of the core disks
for linker beads and Ri 5 4.5 nm for core particles. Scattering profilesis calculated from arccos(c1 · c6), which is about 338. A 48 were calculated as the mean intensity based on 100 independent
nucleosome structure obtained based on the repeating equilibrium configurations for each salt concentration. Computed
motif is shown in the upper panel of Figure 5. This struc- data plotted as log s(I(s)) versus s are shown as solid lines. The
profiles obtained by Fujiwara [26] at 0.01 and 0.05 M salt concentra-ture is a regular helix with a period of about 3.1 nucleo-
tion are shown as circles. The profiles are displaced vertically forsomes per turn. The refined structure obtained from a
clarity.50 ns BD trajectory based on this initial model increases
the compaction of the fiber as a given core particle is
brought into close proximity to its third neighbor in both
Small Angle X-Ray Scatteringdirections along the chain. The core/core binding inter-
These structural predictions of the chromatin fiber atactions, due to favorable electrostatic interactions be-
tween the core surfaces, form a chain that wraps around high and low salt can also be compared to small-angle
the fiber in a left-handed helix. X-ray scattering profiles for the 48 nucleosome chroma-
The refined structure of Figure 5 has a packing ratio tin systems as done for supercoiled DNA [16] (see cap-
of about 4 nucleosomes per 10 nm and a cross-sectional tion to Figure 7) The computed profiles are plotted in
radius of gyration of Rc 5 8.66 nm. The predicted value Figure 7 along with data from [26] (open circles) for rat
of Rc is strikingly close to experimental measures for rat thymus chromatin as log(I(s)) versus s 5 (2 sinu)/l,
thymus chromatin, Rc 5 8.82 nm [25, 26], and chicken where u is the scattering angle, l is the X-ray wavelength,
erythrocyte chromatin, Rc > 8.5 nm [27]. and I is the intensity. The curves plotted in Figure 7
reflect averages of the scattering profiles obtained from
an ensemble of 100 equilibrium structures at each saltUnfolding at Low Salt
concentration. Each ensemble was obtained via MonteAs a further test of our predicted fiber structure, we
Carlo [28] sampling of the configurational space.examine its behavior at low salt concentration. The fiber
At low salt, a peak centered at 25 nm (0.04 nm21)unravels at Cs 5 0.01 M (Figure 6A), and the higher order
is observed. This peak corresponds to the mean coreorganization of the fiber disappears. In the early part of
center-to-center distance for the extended structure.the simulation, the unscreened DNA charges repel one
As observed experimentally [25, 26], the peak shifts toanother and the fiber quickly expands, like an accordion.
higher values of s as salt concentration increases andOnce the initial instability is relieved, motions are slower
the structure condenses. Our computed profiles at Cs 5and are driven mainly by entropy.
0.03, 0.04, and 0.05 M are nearly identical, reflecting ofThe low-salt equilibrium structure shown in Figure 6b
the stability of the condensed structure at these saltwas obtained from Metropolis Monte Carlo sampling
environments. The peak observed at 0.06 nm21 for Cs 5[28] of the structure at Cs 5 0.01 M. The equilibrium
0.05 M is not apparent in the experimentally obtainedstructure resembles the disordered zigzag observed at
profile, indicating that our predicted structure may below salt by Bednar et al. [29]. (Compare Figure 6b to
Figure 1 of [29].) more ordered than the actual 30 nm fiber.
Structure
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Table 1. Elastic and Geometric Parameters Used in the Dinucleosome Model
Parameter Description Value
lo Equilibrium segment length 3.0 nm
h Stretching constant 5000 kBT/l 2o
C Twisting rigidity constant 3.0 3 10212 erg · nm
Lp Elastic bending persistence length of DNA 50 nm
uo Angular separation between linker segments 908
ro Radius of wound DNA supercoil 4.8 nm
2vo Width of wound DNA supercoil 3.6 nm
ri, i P Il Hydrodynamic radius of linker bead (set Il) 1.5 nm
ri, i P Ic Hydrodynamic radius of core bead (set Ic) 5 nm
kex Excluded volume parameter 0.001
s1 Core/linker excluded volume parameter 3.0 nm
s2 Core/core excluded volume parameter 2.0 nm
Dt Numerical time step for dynamics simulation 2.0 ps
Summary 7. Simulated small-angle X-ray scattering profiles show
a characteristic peak for our chromatin fiber at 25Our macroscopic model for approximating the internal
structure and dynamics of the chromatin fiber, based nm (0.04 nm21) for low salt conformations. This peak
shifts to higher angles as the salt concentration in-on the well characterized discrete segment model for
superhelical DNA, discrete parameterization of the elec- creases and the structure condenses [25, 26].
trostatics associated with the core particle, and sophis-
Our predicted 30 nm fiber structure (Figure 5) agreesticated mathematical machinery to describe the me-
with recently proposed models in which the linker DNAchanics of polynucleosomes subject to systematic and
remains extended [3, 4, 29] and is similar to the crossed-hydrodynamic forces, conforms to a diverse set of ex-
linker class of models [31–33] in which the linker DNAperimental observations:
passes through the center of the fiber. Additionally, the
1. The predicted translation diffusion coefficients for predicted fiber bears some similarity to the classic sole-
dinucleosomes and trinucleosomes increase with noid model [5] in that core particles are wound around
salt concentration, with the increase for trinucleo- the axis of the fiber as a regular helix. Thus, the straight-
some more pronounced than for dinucleosomes linker/zigzag motif does not preclude a regular periodic
[19–21]. organization of nucleosomes in the 30 nm fiber. The
2. At low monovalent concentrations (Cs # 0.02 M), the linker DNA bends, but more gently than in the standard
linker segments remain relatively straight [1–3] due solenoid models [2].
to low electrostatic shielding. Our model adopts a The repeating nucleosome motif is similar to the
disordered global zigzag conformation, similar to ex- nucleosome/linker DNA/linker histone structural motif
perimental observations [29]. proposed by Bednar et al. [29] as a basis for higher
3. At higher salt concentration (Cs 5 0.05 M), the linker order folding of the fiber. They suggested, based on
DNA bends and core particles are brought into closer cryoelectron microscopy observations, that the two
proximity [19, 20]. Condensation for small systems linker DNA segments attached to a core particle remain
(two and three nucleosomes) occurs rapidly. in close contact for a few nanometers beyond the core,
4. The repeating condensed nucleosome motif, ob- likely due to binding with H1 linker histone. Experiments
served for small polynucleosome systems, results in suggest that H1 helps maintain the exiting and entering
a 30 nm diameter fiber for larger systems at Cs $ 0.03 linker DNA in close proximity [1, 3, 29]. This effect could
M, as observed experimentally. The cross-sectional be incorporated into the potential energy function with
radius of gyration of the fiber Rc 5 8.66 nm agrees additional attractive forces between the exiting and en-
well with experimental measurements for chicken tering linker segments.
erythrocyte and rat thymus chromatin [25–27]. Applications are underway to elucidate the mecha-
5. The predicted condensed 30 nm fiber structure is nisms by which the modulation of the electrostatic
unstable at low salt concentration and consequently charge density on the surface of the core particle gov-
unfolds. erns chromatin structure and thus plays a key role in
6. Electrostatic charges on the core protein are respon- the initiation of transcription. For example, removal of
sible for modulating fiber condensation; see [30] and the positively charged basic tails from the core particle
references therein. undermines the stability of the condensed structure in
the absence of the linker histone H1 [34]. In addition,
transcriptionally silent domains in yeast contain hypo-
Table 2. Electrostatic Parameters for DNA
acetylated core histone H4 [35], while histone acetyla-
Cs [Molar] n [e/nm] k [1/nm] tion has been shown to be associated with transcription
in a wide range of species and cell types [36–40]. Model-0.01 22.43 0.330
0.02 22.96 0.467 ing these biochemical modifications of the core proteins
0.03 23.39 0.572 requires a reparameterization of the core particle effec-
0.04 23.91 0.660 tive charges following the same protocol of optimizing
0.05 24.15 0.738
the effective surface charges, as we describe in [8]. In
Chromatin Modeling
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Since the wrapped DNA does not make two full turns around theaddition, the methodology outlined here and in [8] can
core disk, the unstressed trajectory of ai21 is not parallel to ai whenbe used to construct models for other protein–DNA com-
the ith bead is a disk. The trajectory of the wrapped DNA is denotedplexes, such as resolvase-DNA system [41].
a2i (see Figure 1c) and is calculated as a2i 5 ai cosuo 1 bi sinuo.
Similarly, the trajectory of the wrapped DNA, as it exits the core is
denoted by a1i . The local coordinate systems of the wrapped DNABiological Implications
entering and exiting the core particle are given by:
We have constructed a polymer-level computational a2i 5 ai cosuo 1 bi sinuo
b2i 5 2ai sinuo 1 bi cosuo
(2)
model for the chromatin fiber in which the electrostatic
c2i 5 ciand structural properties of the core particle and linker
DNA are incorporated into polynucleosome systems of and {a1i , b1i , c1i } 5 {ai, bi, ci}. For the core particle, we introduce the
various sizes. Our model thus efficiently integrates vectors {aDNAi , bDNAi , cDNAi } (see Figure 1), to represent the local coordi-
nate system associated with the DNA segment connecting the coreatomic-level details of a biomolecule into an accurate
at ri and the linker vertex ri11. The calculation of {aDNAi , bDNAi , cDNAi } isbiophysical description of a system too large to treat
outlined next.on the atomic scale. Computed small-angle X-ray scat-
tering profiles and hydrodynamic properties serve as
Euler Angles
criteria for judging the validity of our predicted struc- The bending and twisting terms in the potential energy function are
tures. Simulations reveal salt-dependent condensation expressed in terms of the Euler angles [42], {ai, bi, gi}, that transform
analogous to the chromatin fiber. Our predicted com- one local coordinate system to the next. In the following sections,
we will make use of the following sets of Euler angles:pact helical zigzag for the internal structure of the com-
pact fiber, a form which represses transcription and • For i, i 1 1 P Il, the angles {ai, bi, gi} transform from the {ai, bi, ci}
replication, has dimensions and features in excellent to the {ai11, bi11, ci11} coordinate system.
agreement with experiment. The forces that modulate • For i 1 1 P Ic, the angles {ai, bi, gi} transform from the {ai, bi, ci}
fiber condensation are electrostatic and thus can be to the {a2i11, b2i11, c2i11} coordinate system.
biochemically regulated via phosphorylation, acetyla- • For i P Ic, the angles {a1i , b1i , g1i } transform {a1i , b1i , c1i } to
tion, and other posttranscriptional modifications that are {aDNAi , bDNAi , cDNAi }, and the angles {ai, bi, gi} transform
known to be associated with various genetic pathways. {aDNAi , bDNAi , cDNAi } to {ai11, bi11, ci11}.
Thus, further studies with our model can offer systematic
The additional DNA coordinate system associated with each
structural and dynamic data to compliment experimen- core bead, {aDNAi , bDNAi , cDNAi }, and the associated Euler angles
tal observations on fundamental biological processes {a1i , b1i , g1i }, are calculated based on the assumption that the core
associated with genomic packaging and transcription. particle protein–DNA complex remains rigid, and twisting of the
DNA that is wrapped around the core does not contribute to the
mechanics of the model. Therefore, a1i 5 2g1i Calculations ofExperimental Procedures
the vector aDNAi and the angle b1i are straightforward:
Mathematical Model for the Structure and Dynamics
aDNAi 5
ri11 2 ri 1 robi 1 woci
jjri11 2 ri 1 robi 1 wocijj
, (3)of Chromatin
This section outlines the mathematical representation of the chro-
matin fiber model (configurational variables and potential energy b1i 5 cos21 (a1i · aDNAi ). (4)
function) and the Brownian Dynamics (BD) propagation scheme. A
We calculate a1i from:complete description of the methodology, including analytic expres-
sions for the forces and torques associated with the potential energy
function and simulation algorithm, is available at http://monod.
a1i 5 5 jaij for c
1
i · 1(aDNAi 2 cos b1i a1i )/sinb1i 2 . 0
2jaij for c1i · 1(aDNAi 2 cos b1i a1i )/sinb1i 2 , 0,
(5)biomath.nyu.edu/index/chromatin_supplement/index.html.
Model Geometry
where
The model structure is illustrated in Figure 1. Each core particle disk
is connected to one or two linker DNA segments (see Figure 1b). In ja1i j 5 cos21 3b1i · 1a
DNA
i 2 cos b1i a1i
sinb1i
24. (6)Figure 1b, ri denotes the position of the center of a core disk, while
ri21, ri11, and ri12 denote positions of linker DNA beads. The orienta-
We set g1i 5 2a1i to ensure that no torsion is introduced into thetion of the core disk is specified by a local coordinate system {ai,
Euler rotation {a1i , b1i , gi}. Then the Euler rotations are applied tobi, ci} where the unit vectors ai and bi lie in the plane of the flat
{a1i , b1i , c1i } to obtain bDNAi and cDNAi .surface of the disk, and ci 5 ai 3 bi. The attachment of the linker
DNA to the core particle is illustrated in Figure 1. The linker DNA
Calculation of the Potentialenters the core particle at the position ri 2 ro[bi cosuo 2 ai sinuo] 1
The energy associated with a given polymer structure is estimatedwoci and exits at position ri 2 robi 2 woci. The scalar parameters ro,
from the sum of several elastic energy terms, an electrostatic poten-wo, and uo are determined by the geometry of the wrapped DNA
tial, and an excluded volume term [43]:supercoil. Based on the crystal structure [6], we set the values of
these parameters as follows: ro 5 4.8 nm, wo 5 1.8 nm, and uo 5
E 5 ES 1 ET 1 EB 1 EC 1 EV. (7)908 (see Table 1).
A local coordinate system {aj, bj, cj} is also associated with each The first three terms represent elastic contributions from stretching,
linker bead position, rj, and is used to calculate the local torsion on twisting, and bending, respectively. The terms EC and EV are used to
the linker beads. We define the sets Ic and Il to be, respectively, the model electrostatic and excluded volume interactions, respectively.
set of core beads and the set of linker DNA beads. The vectors {ai}
for i P Il are directed in the direction of the linker DNA segment: Stretching
The stretching potential, ES, is a computational device, and its treat-
ment is optimized with respect to the time step of the dynamics
ai 5 5(ri11 2 ri)/jjri11 2 rijj for i 1 1 P Ilri11 2 ro(bi11 cos uo 2 ai11sinuo) 1 woci11 2 rijjri11 2 ro(bi11 cos uo 2 ai11sinuo) 1 woci11 2 rijj for i 1 1 P Ic (1) simulation [44], so as to balance realized deviations from the targetlength with the computational time step. ES is written as:
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where k denotes the inverse Debye length (salt dependent), e is the
ES 5
h
2 o
N21
i51
(li 2 lo)2 (8) dielectric constant of the medium, and Nc is the number of point
charges on each core disk. In equation (13), we have introduced
where li is the length of the segment connecting particle i to particle the notation rij 5 ||rj 2 ri|| to denote the distance between the centers
i11, calculated as: of the ith and jth particles. Similarly, the distance between the center
of the ith particle and the kth charge on particle j P Ic is denoted by
ri{jk} 5 jjxjkc 2 rijj; and the distance between the kth charge on particle
li 5 5 jjri11 2 ri 1 robi 1 wocijj for i P Icjjri11 2 rob2i11 1 woc2i11 2 rijj for i 1 1 P Icjjri11 2 rijj otherwise. (9) i P Ic and the lth charge on particle j P Ic is denoted by r{ik}{jl} 5jjxikc 2 xjlcjj.
The first term in equation (13) is due to linker/linker interactions,
We use an equilibrium segment length of lo 5 3 nm, which corre- and the summation is over all pairs of linker beads. The summation
sponds to roughly 9 bp per segment.
in the second term is over all linker/core pairs and in the last term
It has been shown for the BD simulation of linear and circular
over all core/core pairs.
DNA [44] that a choice of h 5 100kBT / l2o, where kB is Boltzmann’s
constant and T is the absolute temperature, results in standard
Excluded Volumedeviations in segment length of around 10% of lo. The motions of It is necessary to include an excluded volume term in the calculationthe relatively large nucleosome beads in the present model tend to
of the potential to avoid the overlap of positive and negative charges.produce greater stretching and compressive forces on the linker
We represent the excluded volume potential, EV, as the sum ofDNA than are typically found in supercoiled DNA alone. This means
Lennard-Jones potentials arising from linker/core pair interactionsthat a greater value for the stretching rigidity constant is required
and from core/core pair interactions asto achieve comparable accuracy. A value of h 5 5000kBT / l20 results
in segment length deviations of less than 2% of the equilibrium
segment length and a mean segment length equal to the equilibrium EV 5 kexkBT o
j.i
iPIl, jPIc
3o
Nc
k51
1 s1ri{jk}2
12
2 1 s1ri{jk}2
6
4 1
segment length for time steps of 2 ps.
Twisting
The torsional rotation about the segment connecting particles i and kexkBT o
j.i
i, jPIc
3o
Nc
k51
o
Nc
l51
1 s2r{ik}{jl}2
12
2 1 s2r{ik}{jl}2
6
4.(i 11) is given by the sum of the Euler angles ai 1 gi, and the torsional
energy, ET, is calculated from: (14)
The terms in equation (14) have a shallow minimum of value
ET 5
C
2lo
o
N21
i51
(ai 1 gi)2, (10)
2kexkBT / 4 at a separation between charges of 21/6s, where s and
kex are the parameters describing the Lennard-Jones interactions.
where C is the torsional rigidity constant. The excluded volume parameters (see Table 1) are chosen to
ensure that particles do not overlap one another over the course of
Bending a simulation. It is not necessary to include a linker/linker excluded
The bending energy, EB, is calculated from the set of angles denoting volume term because the electrostatic repulsion between DNA seg-
the deformation between the linker DNA segments. ments proves sufficient to prevent overlap.
Brownian Dynamics AlgorithmEB 5
g
2 o
N21
i51
(bi)2 1
g
2 oiPIc
(b1i )2, (11)
The BD algorithm [46] for rotational and translational motions can
be expressed asThe bending constant, g, can be calculated from:
g 5 LpkBT/lo, (12) DVni 5
Dt
ji
(ti 1 vi)
(15)where Lp is the bending persistence length. r n11 5 r n 1
Dt
kBT
D(r n) · f n 1 w n,
Electrostatics
where Dt is a finite time step, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T isRepresentative charges are assigned to the linker beads as well as
the absolute temperature. In equation (15), DVni is a finite rotationon the surface of the core disks. The assignment of charges in the
about the ith rotational degree of freedom at the nth time step, andmodel is based on a discrete N-body potential that approximates
rn P R3N is the collective position vector for the N particles in thethe solution to the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation in the
system. Hydrodynamic interactions with the solvent are specifiedsolvent surrounding the core particle. This procedure is detailed in
by the rotational friction coefficients {ji} and the configuration-Beard and Schlick [8]. A single charge, ql, is assigned to each linker
dependent diffusion tensor D(rn). Associated with the intramolecularbead, and a set of charges {qkc} is assigned to each core disk, where
potential energy function are the systematic forces fn and torques tnthe index k refers to the kth charge on the core disk. The position
acting at the nth time step. Equation (15) also includes the stochasticof the kth charge on the jth particle is denoted by {xjkc } for j P Ic.
terms vin and wn, which are white noise processes used to modelThe charge on a linker bead is calculated as ql 5 nlo, where n is
thermal interactions with the solvent. The correlation structure ofthe effective linear charge density on DNA, calculated by fitting the
the white noise terms is related to the hydrodynamic interac-tail of the Debye-Hu¨ckel potential for an infinitely long cylinder to
tions bythe Gouy-Chapman potential in the far zone [45]. Values for n and
k, the inverse Debye length for various levels of monovalent salt ktni tmi l 5 2kBTjidnm
(16)concentration, are listed in Table 2. k(wn)(wm)Tl 5 2DtD(rn)dnm,
The electrostatic contribution to the potential is calculated as the
superposition of the fundamental solution to the linearized Poisson- where dnm is the Kronecker delta function.
Boltzmann equation: For detailed methodology, see the supplementary material (http://
monod.biomath.nyu.edu/index/chromatin_supplement/index.html).
EC 5 o
j.i11
i, jPIl
q2l e2krij
erij
1 o
j.i11
iPIl, jPIc
3o
Nc
k51
qlqkce2kri{jk}
eri{jk}
4 1 Setup and Model Parameters
We chose reasonable parameter values from the literature wherever
possible. Table 1 lists the elastic and geometric parameters used
in the model. The electrostatic parameters discussed above are
o
j.i11
i, jPIc
3o
Nc
k51
o
Nc
l51
qkcqlce2kr{ik}{jl}
er{ik}{jl}
4, derived based on a detailed analysis of the solvated core particle
[8]. A reasonably accepted value for the twisting energy constant(13)
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is C 5 3.0 3 10212 erg nm [47], which corresponds to a twisting (2000). Computational challenges in simulating large DNA over
long times. IEEE Comp. Sci. Eng. 2, 38–51.persistence length of about 75 nm. The bending rigidity constant is
calculated from equation (12) based on the persistence length of 8. Beard, D.A., and Schlick, T. (2001). Modeling salt-mediated
electrostatics of macromolecules: the discrete surface chargeDNA, set here to be 50 nm, which yields g 5 6.9 3 10213 erg. This
value is consistent with recent measures of the nonelectrostatic optimization algorithm and its application to the nucleosome.
Biopolymers 58, 106–115.contribution to the bending rigidity (i.e., the high salt limit of the
persistence length) [48]. 9. Allison, S.A., Austin, R., and Hogan, M. (1989). Bending and
twisting dynamics of short linear DNAs. Analysis of the tripletWe note that there exists a wealth of physiochemical data sug-
gesting a substantially lower value for the nonelectrostatic contribu- anisotropy decay of a 209 base pair fragment by Brownian
simulation. J. Chem. Phys. 90, 3843–3854.tion to the effective bending rigidity of DNA. See, for example, Eisen-
berg [49], which reviews measurements of DNA flexibility based on 10. Westcott, T.P., Tobias, I., and Olson, W.K. (1995). Elasticity the-
ory and numerical analysis of DNA supercoiling: an applicationhydrodynamic properties and on light-scattering properties of DNA
in solutions of various salt concentrations. Eisenberg derives a value to DNA looping. J. Phys. Chem. 99, 17926–17935.
11. Olson, W.K., Westcott, T.P., Martino, J.A., and Liu, G. (1996).of 28.5 nm for the nonelectrostatic bending persistence length of
Computational studies of spatially constrained DNA. In Mathe-DNA. In fact, in an earlier modeling study, Schlick et al. [16] used
matical Approaches to Biomolecular Structure and Dynamics,a value of 31 nm for the elastic bending persistence length Lp, which
J.P. Mesirov, K. Schulten, and D.W. Sumners, eds. (New York:is lower than the 50 nm value used in this study.
Springer-Verlag), pp. 195–121.To estimate the effect of a lower value than that used in the results
12. Martino, J.A., and Olson, W.K. (1997). Modeling protein-inducedreported here, we have performed preliminary calculations with the
configurational changes in DNA minicircles. Biopolymers 41,value of Lp 5 28.5 nm. We find that this lower value does not observ-
419–430.ably effect the predicted global structures at the extreme salt con-
13. Ehrlich, L., Munkel, C., Chirico, G., and Langowski, J. (1997). Acentrations of 0.01 and 0.05 M reported in our work. For dinucleo-
Brownian dynamics model for the chromatin fiber. CABIOS 13,somes at high salt, the mean core center-to-center distance is
271–279.reduced from 16.33 with Lp 5 50 nm to 16.28 with Lp 528.5 nm, and
14. Shaw, S.Y., and Wang, J.C. (1993). Knotting of a DNA chainthe translational diffusion coefficients of small polynucleosomes are
during ring closure. Science 260, 533–536.not affected in a statistically significant manner (i.e., values are
15. Rybenkov, V.V., Cozzarelli, N.R., and Vologodskii, A.V. (1993).the same within the error bars of the estimates). The geometric
Probability of DNA knotting and the effective diameter of thedescriptors of the condensed fiber remain nearly identical in terms
DNA double helix. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 90, 5307–5311.of radius of gyration and helical repeat.
16. Schlick, T., Li, B., and Olson, W.K. (1994). The influence of saltIn the absence of a universally accepted value for this parameter,
on the structure and energetics of supercoiled DNA. Biophys.further studies will need to carefully evaluate the sensitivity of mod-
J. 67, 2146–2166.eling results to variations in Lp over the range of reported values.
17. Bednar, J., Furrer, P., Stasiak, A., Dubochet, J., Egelman, E.H.,Excluded volume parameters s1, s2, and kex are the only free pa-
and Bates, A.D. (1994). The twist, writhe and overall shape oframeters used in the model. We have shown [8] that the Debye-
supercoiled DNA change during counterion-induced transitionHu¨ckel electrostatic potential is accurate at distances of greater
from loosely to tightly interwound superhelix. Possible implica-than 1 nm at the salt concentration of Cs 5 0.05 M. Thus, setting
tions for DNA structure in vivo. J. Mol. Biol. 235, 825–847.the core/core excluded volume distance parameter to s2 5 2 nm
18. Lyubchenko, Y.L., and Shlyakhtenko, L.S. (1997). Visualizationensures that the potential remains fairly accurate and the charges
of supercoiled DNA with atomic force microscopy in situ. Proc.are not allowed to overlap. The linker/core distance parameter is
Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 94, 496–501.set to s1 5 3 nm to account for the approximate radius of double
19. Yao, Y., Lowary, P., and Widom, J. (1990). Direct detection ofhelical DNA.
linker DNA bending in defined-length oligomers of chromatin.
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